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Korean artist and singer-songwriter PSY has released a new single called Gangnam Style, re-
packaged for an.. 2013: PSY and Vibe: 32 {Spotify} (in New Albums). MSR eMUSIC. K-pop group Red

Velvet (which recently.Self-Control vs. Impulse Maintaining a strong sense of self-control is an
essential part of healthy living. Self-Control is important for our daily functions, as well as our

general wellbeing. Our desire to eat or drink when we feel like it is a normal part of life, but too much
can lead to obesity, and long-term effects of poor nutrition. When we eat and drink more than we

need, we feel better, but it’s not always healthy. When we skip meals, we might feel hungry, but it’s
still unhealthy. When we eat too much, we feel stuffed, but again, it’s not healthy. Too much sugar or

refined carbs, and we feel bloated and kind of icky. The more self-control we practice, the more
we’re able to maintain these “healthy” states of mind and actions. When we practice this, we can

maintain “good” habits, and therefore, we may never have to stray away from “normal” food
choices. Self-Control is a Positive Force! Self-Control is quite different from Impulse. When we have

an Impulse, we “want” to do something, and our mind is “preparing” for action. We’re thinking about
it, visualizing it, and coming up with plans to approach the situation. For example, if you were

thinking of buying that really cool iPhone 5c (cuz it has a camera!), you may have been preparing for
the purchase. This is called “planning” the purchase. But if I was to ask you to prepare for a certain
time in the morning, you wouldn’t be planning it, you’d be prepping for it. When we self-control, we

“don’t” do something. It’s not as complicated as it sounds. When you eat, you “don’t” eat a bunch of
junk, or you “don�
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